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Abstract— We address the problem of depth and ego-motion
estimation from image sequences. Recent advances in the
domain propose to train a deep learning model for both
tasks using image reconstruction in a self-supervised manner.
We revise the assumptions and the limitations of the current
approaches and propose two improvements to boost the per-
formance of the depth and ego-motion estimation. We first
use Lie group properties to enforce the geometric consistency
between images in the sequence and their reconstructions. We
then propose a mechanism to pay an attention to image regions
where the image reconstruction get corrupted. We show how
to integrate the attention mechanism in the form of attention
gates in the pipeline and use attention coefficients as a mask.
We evaluate the new architecture on the KITTI datasets and
compare it to the previous techniques. We show that our
approach improves the state-of-the-art results for ego-motion
estimation and achieve comparable results for depth estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
The tasks of depth estimation and ego-motion are long-
standing problems in computer vision; their successful so-
lution is crucial for a wide variety of applications, such as
autonomous driving, robot navigation and visual localization,
Augmented/Virtual Reality applications, etc.
In the last years, deep learning networks [6], [8], [17],
[30] achieved results comparable with traditional geometric
methods for depth estimation. They show competitive results
in complex and ambiguous 3D areas, with CNNs serving
as deep regressors and coupled with classical components,
to get the best from the geometric and learning paradigms.
For the ego-motion estimation, several works [16], [30] have
achieved a level of performance comparable to the traditional
techniques based on SLAM algorithm [12], [19], [20]. Early
methods for depth and ego-motion (DEM) are based on
supervised learning; they require large annotated datasets and
calibrated setups. Trained and tested on publicly available
benchmark datasets these techniques show a limited capacity
to generalize beyond the data they are trained on.
Moreover, data annotation is often slow and costly. The
annotations also suffer from the structural artifacts, particu-
larly in presence of reflective, transparent, dark surfaces or
non-reflective sensors which output infinity values. All these
challenges strongly motivated the shift to the unsupervised
learning of depth and ego-motion, in particular from monoc-
ular (single-camera) videos.
To enable the DEM estimation without annotations, the
major idea is to process both tasks jointly [30]. In the
self-supervised setting, an assumption is made about spatial
consistency and temporal coherence between consecutive
frames in a sequence. The only external data needed is the
camera intrinsics. Recent progresses in the domain [18], [28],
[26], [3] allows to use monocular unlabeled videos to provide
self-supervision signals to a learning component. The 3D
geometry estimation includes per-pixel depth estimation from
a single image and 6DoF relative pose estimation between
neighbour images.
The self-supervised learning greatly boosted DEM estima-
tion performance. There however remains a gap with respect
to the supervised methods. The underlying assumption of the
static world is often violated in real scenes and the geometric
image reconstruction gets corrupted by unidentified moving
objects, occlusions, reflection effects, etc.
Multiple improvements have been recently proposed to
address these issues [1], [3], [18], [26], [27]. They are often
based on adding more components to the architecture such
as flow nets [27], semantic segmentation [18], adversarial
networks [1] and multiple masks [26]. These approaches lead
however to an important growth of model parameters, mak-
ing the architecture and training procedure more complex.
In this paper we propose an alternative and effective solu-
tion to the problem based on the attention mechanism [15].
Initially proposed for natural language processing tasks [4],
the attention and its variants have been successfully extended
to computer vision tasks, including image classification [25],
semantic segmentation [13], [21], image captioning [29]
and depth estimation [28]. Inspired by these successes, we
propose to include the attention mechanism in the self-
supervised learning for DEM estimation. We show that
so called attention gates can be integrated in the baseline
architecture and trained from scratch to automatically learn
to focus on corrupted regions without additional supervision.
The attention gates do not require a large number of model
parameters and introduce a minimal computational overhead.
In return, the proposed mechanism improves model sensitiv-
ity and accuracy for dense depth and ego-motion estimation.
The attention gates are integrated into the depth estimation
network. Consequently, the depth network can predict both
the depth estimation and attention coefficients which are
then used to weigh the difference between the true and
reconstructed pixels when minimizing the objective function.
We evaluate the proposed architecture on the KITTI
datasets and compare it to the state of the art techniques. We
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show that our approach improves the state-of-the-art results
for ego-motion estimation and achieve comparable results for
depth estimation.
II. RELATED WORK
Eigen at al. [7] were first to directly regress a CNN over
pixel values and to use multi-scale features for monocular
depth estimation. They used the global (coarse-scale) and
local (fine-scale) networks to accomplish the tasks of global
depth prediction and local refinements.
Garg et al. [8] proposed to use a calibrated stereo camera
pair setup where the depth is produced as an intermediate
output and the supervision comes as a reconstruction of one
image from another in a stereo pair. Images on the stereo rig
have a fixed and known transformation, and the depth can
be learned from this functional relationship.
An important step forward was developed in [10] where
the depth estimation problem was reformulated in a new
way. Godard et al. employ binocular stereo pairs of a view
in training but, during inference time, one view is only
used to estimate the depth. By exploiting epipolar geometry
constraints, they generate disparity images by training their
network with an image reconstruction loss. The model does
not require any labelled depth data and learns to predict
pixel-level correspondences between pairs of rectified stereo
images.
Mahjourian et al. [18] made another step by using camera
ego-motion and 3D geometric constraints. Zhou et al. [30]
proposed a novel approach for unsupervised learning of
depth and ego-motion from monocular video only. An addi-
tional module to learn the motion of objects was introduced
in [24]; however, their architecture recommends optional
supervision by ground-truth depth or optical flow to improve
performance.
The static world assumption doe not hold in real scenes,
because of unidentified moving objects, occlusions, photo-
effects, etc. that violate the underlying assumption and
corrupt the geometric image reconstruction. The recent works
address these limitations and propose a number of im-
provements, varying from new objective functions, additional
modules and pixel masking to new learning schemes.
Almalioglu at al. [1] proposed a framework that predicts
pose camera motion and monocular depth map of the scene
using deep convolutional Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs). An additional adversarial module helps learn more
accurate models and make reconstructed images indistin-
guishable from the real images.
Wang et al. [26] coped with errors in realistic scenes due
to reflective surfaces and occlusions. They combined the
geometric and photometric losses by introducing the match-
ing loss constrained by epipolar geometry, and designed
multiple masks to solve image pixel mismatch caused by
the movement of the camera.
Another solution was proposed in UnDEMoN architec-
ture [2]. Authors changed the objective function and tried to
minimize spatial and temporal reconstruction losses simul-
taneously. These losses are defined using bi-linear sampling
kernel and penalized using the Charbonnier penalty function.
Most recently, Bian et al.[3] analyzed violations of the
underlying static assumption in geometric image reconstruc-
tion and came to conclusion that, due to lack of proper
constraints, networks output scale-inconsistent results over
different samples. To remedy the problem, authors proposed
a geometry consistency loss for scale-consistent predictions
and an mask for handling moving objects and occlusions.
Since our approach do not leverage additional modules
nor the multi-task learning, our attention-based framework
is much simpler and more efficient.
III. BASELINE ARCHITECTURE AND EXTENSIONS
Similarly to the recent methods [18], [26], [30], our
baseline architecture includes the depth estimation and pose
estimation modules. The depth module is an encoder-decoder
network (DispNet); it takes a target image and outputs
disparity values Dˆt(p) for every pixel p in the image. The
pose module (PoseNet) inputs the target image It, two
neighbour (source) images Is, s ∈ {t− 1, t+ 1} and outputs
transformation matrices Tˆt→s, representing the six degrees
of freedom (6DoF) relative pose between the images.
1) Image reconstruction: The self-supervised learning
proceeds by image reconstruction using inverse warping
technique [10]. Being differentiable, it allows to back-
propagate the gradients to the networks during training. It
tries to reconstruct the target image It by sampling pixels
from the source images Is based on the estimated disparity
map Dˆt and the relative pose transformation matrices Tˆt→s,
s ∈ {t − 1, t + 1}. The sampling is done by projecting
the homogeneous coordinates of target pixel pt onto the
source view ps. Given the camera intrinsics K, the estimated
depth of the pixel Dˆt(p) and transformation matrix Tˆt→s, the
projection is done by
ps ∼ KTˆt→sDˆt(pt)K−1pt. (1)
For non-discrete values ps, the differentiable bi-linear sam-
pling interpolation [14] is used to find the intensity value at
that position. The mean intensity value in the reconstructed
image Iˆs is interpolated using 4 pixel neighbours of ps (top-
right, top-left, bottom-right, bottom-left), as follows
Iˆs(pt) = Is(ps) =
∑
i∈{t,b},j∈{l,r}
wijIs(p
ij
s ), (2)
where Iˆs(pt) is the intensity value of pt in the reconstructed
image Iˆs. The weight wij is linearly proportional to the
spatial proximity between ps and the neighbour pijs ; the four
weights wij sum to 1.
2) Photometric Loss: Under the static world assumption,
many existing methods apply the photometric loss [1], [23]
defined as L1 loss objective function: Lp =
∑
s
∑
p |It(p)−
Iˆs(p)|.
Any violation of the static world assumption in the real
scenes affects drastically the reconstruction. To overcome
this limitation, one solution is to use the SSID loss [18],
Fig. 1. Attention-based DEM architecture.
[26], [23]. A more advanced solution [30] is to introduce
an explainability mask to indicate the importance of a
pixel in the warped images. If the pixel contributes to a
corrupted synthesis the explainability value of the pixel will
be negligible.
The explainability values are produced by a dedicated
module (ExpNet) in [30]; it shares the encoder with the
PoseNet and branches off in the decoding part. All three
modules, for depth, pose and explainability are trained simul-
taneously.The ExpNet decoder generates a per pixel mask
Eˆk(p). Similar to PoseNet, the explainability map Eˆk is
generated for both source images. Per-pixel explainability
values are embedded in the photometric loss:
Lp = 1|V |
∑
p
Eˆk(p)|It(p)− Iˆs(p)| . (3)
where |V | is the number of pixels in the image. To avoid a
trivial solution in (3) with Eˆk(p) equals to zero, a constraint
is added on the values of Eˆk(p). This constraint is imple-
mented as a regularization loss Lreg(Eˆk), defined as a cross
entropy loss between the mask value and a constant 1.
3) Depth smoothness: We follow [23] in including a
smoothness term to resolve the gradient-locality issue and
remove discontinuity of the learned depth in low-texture
regions. We use the edge-aware depth smoothness loss which
uses image gradient to weigh the depth gradient:
Lsmo =
∑
p
|∇D(p)|T · e−|∇I(p)|, (4)
where p is the pixel on the depth map D and image I , ∇
denotes the 2D differential operator, and | · | is the element-
wise absolute value. We apply the smoothness loss on three
additional intermediate layers from DispNet and ExpNet.
A. Backward-Forward Consistency
The baseline architecture presented in the previous section
integrates all components that proved their efficiency in the
state of the art methods. Now we propose the first extension
of our architecture and consider reinforcing the geometric
consistency by using the Lie group property [5].
Fig. 2. Relative transformation between two different views for the same
camera.
Indeed, the set of 3D space transformations T form a Lie
group SE(3); it is represented by linear transformations on
homogeneous vectors, T = [R, t] ∈ SE(3), with the rotation
component R ∈ SO(3), and translation component t ∈ R3.
For every transformation T ∈ SE(3), there is an inverse
transformation T−1 ∈ SE(3), such that TT−1 = I (see
Figure 2).
The PoseNet estimates relative pose transformations from
a given target to the source frames. Therefore, for every
pair of neighbour frames (t − 1, t), we obtain the forward
transformation Tˆt−1→t as well as the backward one Tˆt→t−1.
In a general case, for every pair of transformations Tˆt→s
and Tˆs→t, we impose an additional forward-backward ge-
ometric constraint; it requires the product of forward and
backward transformations to be as close as possible to the
identity matrix I4x4 ∈ SE(3). The corresponding loss is
defined over for all pairs of relative pose transformations:
Lbf =
∑
s
∑
t
|Tˆs→tTˆt→s − I4x4| . (5)
1) Total Loss: The total training loss is given by
Ltotal = Lp + λsmoLsmo + λregLreg + λbfLbf , (6)
where λsmo, λreg , λbf are hyper-parameters. In the experi-
ments, λsmo = 0.1, λreg = 0.1 and λbf = 0.1, as showing
the most stable results.
B. Self-attention gates
Our second extension of the baseline architecture ad-
dresses the attention mechanism and lets the network know
where to look as it is performing the task of DEM estimation.
Unlike integrating attention in Conditional Random
Fields [28], our proposal is inspired by the recent works in
semantic segmentation [15], in particular in medical imag-
ing [21], [22]. We treat attention in depth estimation similarly
to semantic segmentation. If we consider that each instance
(group of pixels) belong to a certain semantic label (e.g.
pedestrian), then the same group of pixels will have close
and discontinuous depth values. We therefore pay attention
to any violation of this principle as a potential source of
corrupted image reconstruction.
We propose to integrate the attention mechanism in the
depth module (DispNet). As shown in Figure 3, the encoder
does not change, while the decoder layers are interleaved
with the attention gates (AGs). The integration is done as
follows.
Let xl = {xli}ni=1 be the activation map of a chosen layer
l ∈ {1, . . . , L}, where each xli represents the pixel-wise
feature vector of length Fl (i.e. the number of channels).
For each xli, AG computes coefficients α
l = {αli}ni=1,
αli ∈ [0, 1], in order to identify corrupted image regions
and prune feature responses to preserve only the activations
relevant to the accurate depth estimation. The output of AG
is xl = {αlixli}ni=1 where each feature vector is scaled by
the corresponding attention coefficient.
The attention coefficients αli are computed as follows. In
DispNet, the features on the coarse level identify location
of the target objects and model their relationship at global
scale. Let g ∈ RFge be such a global feature vector providing
information to AGs to disambiguate task-irrelevant feature
content in xl. The idea is to consider each xl and g jointly
to attend the features at each scale l that are most relevant
to the objective being minimised.
The gating vector contains contextual information to prune
lower-level feature responses as suggested in AGs for image
classification [25]. And we prefer additive attention to the
multiplicative one, as it has experimentally shown to achieve
a higher accuracy [22]:
qlatt,i= ψ
T
(
σ1 (W
T
x x
l
i + W
T
g g + bxg )
)
+ bψ
αl = σ2( qlatt(x
l , gi ; Θatt) ).
(7)
where σ1(x) is an element-wise nonlinear function, in par-
ticular we use = σ1(x) = max(x, 0), and σ2(x) is a
sigmoid activation function. Each AG is characterised by a
set of parameters Θatt containing the linear transformations
Wx ∈ RFl×Fint , Wg ∈ RFg×Fint , Wx ∈ RFl×Fint , and
bias terms bψ ∈ R, bxg ∈ RFint . AG parameters can be
trained with the standard back-propagation updates together
with other DispNet parameters.
Fig. 3. DispNet with the integrated attention gates (in orange). Input image
is progressively filtered and downsampled by factor of 2 at each scale l in
the encoding part of the network, Hi = H1/2i−1. Attention gates filter the
features propagated through the skip connections. Feature selectivity in AGs
is achieved by use of contextual information (gating) extracted in coarser
scales.
With attention gates integrated in DispNet, we modify the
photometric loss in (6) accordingly, with attention coefficient
α for pixel p used instead of explainability value E(p).
Figure 4 in Section IV visualizes the attention coefficients
for three example images. It shows that the system pays
less attention to moving objects, as well as to 2D edges
and boundaries of regions with discontinuous depth values
sensitive to the erroneous depth estimation.
IV. EVALUATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the evaluation results of depth
ans ego-motion estimation, analyze them. We support our
analysis with some visualizations, such as attention co-
efficients for masking pixels with likely corrupted image
reconstruction.
A. Depth estimation
We evaluated the depth estimation on publicly available
KITTI Raw dataset. It contains 42,382 rectified stereo pairs
from 61 scenes. Image size is 1242×375. For the comparison
with the previous works, we adopt the test split proposed
by Eigen et al. [7]. The split consists of 697 images that
cover a total of 29 scenes. The remaining 32 scenes (23,488
images) are used for training/validation split with 22,600/888
images respectively. We adopt the evaluation metrics already
used in previous works [7], [11], [8]. They include the mean
relative error (Abs Rel), the squared relative error (Sq Rel),
the root mean squared error (RMSE), the mean log 10 error
(RMSE log), and the accuracy with threshold t where t ∈
[1.25, 1.252, 1.253] (see [7] for more detail).
We test our architecture presented in Section III, in the
baseline configuration, extended with Backward-Forward
loss, attention gates and both. Table I reports our depth
evaluation results and compares them to the state of art
methods.
As the table shows that our methods show state compa-
rable, without using additional the attention comparing to
the baseline and it outperforms the supervised and most
unsupervised techniques and show performance comparable
to the most recent methods [1], [3] which extend the baseline
modules with additional modules and components.
a) Attention coefficients: Figure 4 visualizes the effect
of attention coefficients as masks for down-weighting image
regions that get corrupted in the image reconstruction. It
actually visualizes the inverse attention, where white color
refers to the low attention coefficient αi, thus having a lower
weight; the black color refer to high values.
We can see in the figure, that low attention coefficients
point to pixels that have a high probability to be corrupted.
First of all, it concerns image regions corresponding to
the moving objects. In addition, region with discontinuous
depth values are considered as corrupted as well. This
often includes region boundaries. Thin objects like street
light and sign poles are also down-weighted because of
high probability of depth discontinuity and corrupted image
reconstruction.
These results support the hypothesis for using attention
coefficients as a mask. It represents an alternative to the
explainability module in [30]. The region of interest are
more likely the rigid object that the network will have more
confidence to estimate their depth, it will be almost equal
all over the object, like the segmentation problem. Also, the
rigid objects are the most appropriate to estimate the change
in position between frames, that is why it shut down the
coefficient for the moving objects.
Unlike the explainability, the attention gates do not require
an additional module, they are integrated in the existing
module.
B. Pose estimation
We use the publicly available KITTI visual odometry
dataset. The official split contains 11 driving sequences
with ground truth poses obtained by GPS readings. We use
sequence 09 and 10 to evaluate our approaches to align with
previous SLAM-based works.
We follow the previous works in using the absolute tra-
jectory error (ATE) as evaluation metric. It measures the dif-
ference between points of the ground truth and the predicted
trajectory. Using timestamps to associate the ground truth
poses with the corresponding predicted poses, we compute
the difference between each pair of poses, and output the
mean and standard deviation.
1) Evaluation results: Table II reports the evaluation
results of the Backward-Forward and attention modules,
separately and jointly, and compare them to the previous
works. Both extensions improve the baseline, the attention
module performs well. When coupled with the BF, the
attention boosts the performance of PoseNet training to have
a consistent ego-motion estimation and outperforms all the
state of the art methods [30], [18], [1], [23], which use ad-
ditional models or pixel masks, thus increasing considerably
the model size.
Figure 5 visualizes the pose estimation for the test se-
quence 09. For each degree of freedom, the translation
(x, y, z) and rotation (roll, pitch, yaw), it compares the
estimation by different methods to the ground truth.
The figure unveils another important issue. It demonstrates
the oscillation of roll and yaw values and their discontinuity
when put in [−pi, pi] interval while orientation changes are
continuous in the real world. A recent analysis of 3D
and n-dimensional rotations [31] shows that discontinuous
orientation representations makes them difficult for neural
networks to learn. Therefore, it might be a subject of a
deeper analysis and a need of replacing quaternions with
an alternative, continuous representation.
C. Model size and the training time
Our architecture for DEM evaluation requires less param-
eters in the model and shows a faster training time than the
state of the art methods. Indeed, adding the BF loss has a
negligible impact on the training time with respect to the
baseline. Adding attention gates increases the model size by
5-10% and training time by 10-25%. For the comparison,
the training time of additional semantic segmentation [18]
or GAN module [1] doubles the model size and requires
4-10 more time to train the models.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented two extensions of the baseline architec-
ture for the depth and pose estimation tasks, all aimed to im-
prove the performance in the self-supervised setting. Adding
backward-forward consistency loss to the training process
allowed to boost the performance. Our method follows one
of the current trend forcing the learned models to respect the
geometric principles but adding penalties for any consistency
violation. This idea opens a possibility to explore and impose
more geometric constraints on the learned models, this might
further improve the accuracy.
We shown the effectiveness of attention gates integrated in
the depth module of DEM estimation. It demonstrates that
the attention principle can be expanded to the navigation
tasks. The attention gates help identify corrupted image
regions where the static world assumption is violated. In
addition, the attention model can be explored as masking
coefficients in multiple different ways, it represents a strong
alternative to the explainability network in the baseline
architecture.
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Fig. 5. Sequence 09: Comparing the pose estimation to the ground truth,
for each degree of freedom, including a) the translation (x, y, z) and b)
rotation (roll, pitch, yaw).
